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Abstract
This contribution faces the ToBI accent recognition problem with the goal of multiclass identification vs. the more conservative Accent vs. No Accent approach. A neural network and a decision tree are used for automatic recognition of the ToBI accents in the Boston Radio Corpus. Multiclass classification results show the difficulty of the problem and the impact of imbalanced classes. A study of the confusion/similarity between accent types, based on in-pair recognition rates, shows its impact on the overall performance. More expressive F0 contours parametrization techniques have been used to improve recognition rates.

Index Terms: prosody, ToBI, automatic recognition

1. Introduction
The detection of prosodic events have been tackled from different perspectives in the state of the art, since the pioneer references in [1] to the more recent ones in [2, 3]. On what concerns to the ToBI Accent identification, state of the art approaches mainly focus on the binary Accent vs No Accent decision with exceptions like [4] clustering 9 ToBI tags into 5 classes. The mentioned references point out the difficulty of the multi accent classification task but they do not offer results on this more ambitious challenge. In this work we investigate the sources for these difficulties, trying to deal with them, reporting preliminary results on this ongoing research.

Increasing of the granularity of the Accent vs. No Accent decision is important because the ToBI accent sequences can be associated to a meaning or to a prosodic function projected in the prosodic acoustic characteristic of the utterance. Consequently the identification of such ToBI accent sequences from the utterances can have applications for the detection of speech acts, disambiguation or speech recognition. Furthermore the modeling of the relationship between such sequences of accents and the corresponding prosodic shape would be very useful to increase the naturalness in text to speech applications. In the context of the Glissando project[1], in which this work is performed, we expect to increase the speed and performance of manual ToBI tagging corpora offering an automatic proposal for manual labelers to revise (inspired in [5]).

We focus on three reasons making difficult the ToBI accent identification task. First is the presence of unbalanced classes in sparse training corpora, second is the intrinsic similarity of some of the ToBI accents pairs and third is the selection of relevant classification input features. Concerning to the first of the reasons, the state of the art offers very few ToBI tagged corpora, Boston Radio News one is probably the main reference.

This corpus is clearly imbalanced in what concerns to the presence of different ToBI accent type (for example H* class has more than ten times samples than L* class). In the Glissando project we have produced a radio news Spanish and Catalan corpus selecting radio news stories to ensure a minimum number of a-priori prosodic classes, but the class cardinality contrast still remains [6]. Independently of the corpus, it is clear that these differences depend on the language so that it is a fact to assume. The problem is that some classifiers are very sensitive to these situations getting specialized on the recognition of the more populated classes. In this paper we show the negative effect of this fact by comparing results using C4.5 decision tree classifier and a Multilayer Perceptron classifier including specific techniques to reduce the impact of imbalanced input data.

Concerning to the intrinsic similarities of ToBI accents, despite of the inter-transcriber agreement quality control procedures to be applied, it is undeniable that some of the ToBI accents are easy to confuse. [7] reports on ToBI labeling inconsistencies based on empirical intertranscriber judgments and on the opinions of the labelers about its conceptual similarity. Even the Boston Radio Corpus, with intertranscriber agreements rates higher than 90% [8], also reflects this fact including comments of the labelers with doubts about the judgments. We hypothesize that these difficulties on the label assignment can be projected into an objective interclass similarity affecting the confusion of the automatic labeling assignment.

The set of features to feed the classifier is determinant on its final results. In the Accent vs No Accent problem of the state of the art, the classifiers use statistics of F0, energy and duration in the prosodic unit to study (syllable or word) and also pseudolinguistic features. We hypothesize that the type of accent discrimination needs to incorporate other more expressive prosodic features representing the temporal evolution of the F0 pattern in the intonation unit. In this paper we analyze the impact of including quantitative F0 contour approximation parameters [9] that have shown to be useful on modeling intonation [10] in text-to-speech applications.

First the processing of the corpus and the experimental procedure are presented. Next results and future work are reported and discussed.

2. Processing of the corpus
We used the Boston University Radio News Corpus [8]. This corpus includes labels separating phonemes, syllables and words. Accents are marked with a ToBI label and a position. We take into account the 7 more frequent types of accent tones: H*, L+H*, L+L*, H+L*, H+H*, L+H*, L*, and L*=+H discarding other undetermined marks like * or *?. Inspired in previous works [1, 2] we aligned the accent tones with respect to the prominent syllable and to the word that contains it (words with more than
one label are discarded in this work). All the utterances in the corpus with TOBI labels, from all the speakers (f1a, f2b, f3a, m1b, m2b and m3b) have been used, as shown in table 1.

Similar features to other experiments reported in the bibliography [2] have been used. They concern to frequency: within word F0 range, difference between maximum and average within word F0, difference between average and minimum within word F0, difference between within word F0 average and utterance average F0; to energy: within word energy range, difference between maximum and average within word energy, difference between average and minimum within word energy; to duration: maximum normalized vowel nucleus duration from all the vowels of the word (normalization is done for each vowel type); and to pseudo-grammatical information POS: part of speech.

As one of our goals is to measure the impact of alternative prosodic features that represent the evolution of the F0 contour, we included a set of coefficients representing the fitting Bézier function that stylizes the F0 contour in the intonation units (see illustration in figure 1 and [9] for details). In this work we used four interpolation points to represent the F0 tendency in the syllables and in the words.

### 3. Experimental procedure

#### 3.1. Experimental strategy

We used two different classifiers, a C4.5 Decision Tree (DT) and a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Neural Network (NN), applying stratified 10-fold cross-validation. Details on the classifiers are depicted in section 3.3

First, the Accent vs No Accent classification problem (the most classical one in the literature) was approached. The goal is to contrast our systems with the state of the art. Next the more complex multiclass accent type classification problem was approached.

Once shown the trouble of the multiclass problem (high error rates in accent recognition) we focused on the data analysis, previous to continue with the classification problem. A contrast in pair of accent types was performed by applying the classifier to the easier task of binary classifications for every pair of accents. The goal is to identify similar classes as a source of confusion in the multiclass problem. Multidimensional scaling [11] is used to display these inter-class potential similarities.

#### 3.2. Data preprocessing

Some classifiers can not handle qualitative features as the POS ones. We transformed them into quantitative characteristics by using two approaches: binary masks (one bit per POS type); and codification of the 33 values using 6 bits.

Due to the different range of the features, we applied different normalization techniques: the Z-Norm, Min-Max, divide by maximum and euclidean norm 1.

The approaches proposed for dealing with the imbalanced data can be divided into internal and external ones, i.e., at algorithmic and data level, respectively [12]. In the first, new algorithms or modifications of existing ones are proposed. In the second, the data sets are re-sampled over-sampling the minority class or under-sampling the majority class. Both options can be accomplished randomly or directed. We are interested in general solutions, so only external solutions have been applied, more specifically, re-sampling method based on minority class example repetition has been performed.

#### 3.3. The classifiers

The Weka machine learning toolkit [13] was used to build C4.5 decision trees (J48 in Weka). Different values for the confidence threshold for pruning have been tested, although the best results are obtained with the default value (0.25). The minimum number of instances per leaf is also set to the default value (2). This classifier was trained with un-normalized data and qualitative POS feature.

A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is trained per each classification problem, using the Error Backpropagation learning algorithm. Non-linear sigmoid units are used in the hidden and output layers because they showed better performance than tanh ones in our experiments. Several network configurations were tested to define the final MLP configuration: i) single hidden layer; ii) training epochs equal to 100; iii) although Gori [14] has demonstrated that only using more hidden units than inputs the separation surfaces between classes in the pattern space can be closed, the results showed that using more than 16 hidden units is not worth it; iv) as many units as classes are used in the output layer, one per each class to classify.

To train the MLP unsaturated desired outputs [15] were tested. The chosen ones, however, were 1.0 for the output corresponding to the training vector class and 0.0 for the rest, since a better performance was achieved.

Although the assumptions to approximate the MLP output to a posteriori probability are not fulfilled [15], given a test vector $x_c$, each output of the MLP, trained to distinguish between $n$ classes, is not a valid probability.
When the classifiers are applied to the Accent vs No Accent binary decision, results are close to the expected according to the state of the art (last row of the table 2): we achieved 84.7% with NN and 82.7% with DT. [3] summarizes the state of the art up to date reporting results from 75.0% to 87.7%.

When we perform multiclass classification results dramatically decrease (see table 2). Despite the noAccent class is still discriminated with a high rate (Acc Type=none), the confusion between the accents is very high. Note the differences between DT and NN. DT seems to identify properly the classes none and H*. Nevertheless, these higher rates seem to be the consequence of the higher number of samples in the classes (see table 1): DT classifier get specialized on the recognition of the most populated classes to increase its overall scores. This effect is compensated in the NN classifier with better results for the rest of the classes.

The table 3 shows the classification rates for every pair of classes. The DT is still more sensitive with regard to the imbalance problem (the value of the cell i, j is usually higher than the value in the cell j, i if the number of samples in the i class is higher than the number of samples in the class j). Results with both classification techniques, DT and NN, are reasonably satisfactory: only very infrequent classes have high error rates like the class L+H*

The use of the Bézier coefficients outperforms the results in both classifiers. Although in the Accent vs No Accent the improvement is very low, in the multiclass and in the pairwise classification problem the use of Bézier coefficients permits to improve results. For example !H* increases its rates from 18.7 to 29.3 in multiclass classification, and it also increases its performance with respect to all the other classes in the pairwise classification problem.

We transformed the matrices of table 3 into symmetrical matrices by using the geometrical mean of the elements i, j and j, i. These distance matrices can be interpreted as inter-class similarity matrices as the higher the recognition rate, the easier the distinction between the classes. Plots in figure 2 results from the application of multidimensional scaling to the distance matrices (cmdscale of R2). The closer the classes, the more difficult its distinction has been for the NN classifier. Note that the use of Bézier (plot on the right position) features spreads a potential cluster formed by the classes L+H*, L+H* and H* increasing the capabilities of the classifier to recognize them.

### 5. Discussion and future work

Previous work on accent type identification, reported in [4], performed a clustering of ToBI accents, resulting in five classes: H* grouping (H*, L+H*), !H* (!H*, L+!H*, H+H*), L* (L*, L+*H) and ?* (??) and UA for unaccented syllables. This knowledge based grouping is supported by the ToBI standard rules, but recognition results reported in this paper invite to the use of alternative pattern recognition supported grouping of classes. A hierarchical recognition scheme seems to be an alternative, where different classifiers get specialized in the separation of different clusters of ToBI Accents.

In this first approach, our interest has been to study the inner ToBI class confusion locally. The combination of a-priori judgments with a posteriori in-sequence evidences is expected to separate classes like H* or L+H* with respect to its downstepped version !H* or L+!H* that in our results appear clearly confused.

The parametrization technique of the F0 contour that we have proposed (Bézier interpolation points) has shown to be efficient to support the discrimination among different type of accent. There are other alternative parametrization techniques like Fujisaki, Tilt, IntSint (see [16] for a review) to be contrasted to show its efficiency on the characterization of the different ToBI accents.

Table 3 shows that despite the NN classifiers generally perform better, some of the classes are better discriminated with the DT classifier. Thus, for example, DT separates better H* and !H* than NN. In parallel we repeated experiments using syllables instead of words as basic unit and boundary tones instead of pitch accents obtaining similar results. We decided to focus...
on the case word and accent because the confusion inter-class is more accurate (worst error rates in general). Nevertheless we observed that some classes are better discriminated using syllables, while other classes are better discriminated using words. These evidences lead us to start new works on the use of expert fusion to combine results of different classifiers.

6. Conclusions

In this communication we have tackled the automatic classification of ToBI accents problem. We have observed the difficulty of the task and mined into the reasons for this difficulty, concluding that the classifier to be used must be prepared to cope with scarce data with clearly imbalanced classes. In our case, MLP operates clearly better than a C4.5 decision tree classifier. Second we have observed that some of the classes are easy to separate at the time that other pair of classes seems to be too close to be discriminated. The inclusion of more expressive prosodic features in the input of the classifier shows to be effective to increase the classification results. Furthermore, we have identified the closest accents, candidate to be merged in future experiments with the goal to increase the classification rate.
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Table 3: Accuracy (in %) of the pairwise classifiers using neural networks (a) and decision trees (b). In both cases, individual class success rate is shown. Tables on the left show results without Bézier coefficients and the ones on the right with Bézier coefficients. Position $i, j$ of the table represents the success rate of the class $i$ in the classifier $i$ vs. $j$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Bézier parameters</th>
<th>With Bézier parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(a) MLP Neural Networks</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H</strong></td>
<td><strong>L+H</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H+H</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+H</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H+H</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+H</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+L</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(b) C4.5 Decision Trees</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H</strong></td>
<td><strong>L+H</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H+H</td>
<td>60.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H+L</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+H</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+L</td>
<td>48.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+H</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+L</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>85.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>none</strong></td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
